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Will Build From Roswell to Will Meet Again on February Other Parts of the United So Says the Attorney General Display of Near-Arcti- c
Veget- Coldest Weather Here in
of
Hand
28
Down
to
Distance
Also
States
in
Zero
Tucumcari,
ables Looms Up i i
Report
Report Sent by Taft
January Reported in 27
"
146 Miles
to Congress
Weather
Opinions
Years
Congress
DISTRICT

ATTMfS

IN MEET ONE

Consider Assessment of Property and Collection

CASE REVERSED

TODAY EIGHTEEN

Another is Affirmed Many
plicants Admitted to
the Bar.

of Taxes.

BELOW

AT

TOPEKA' 'SEPARATIOM

FROM SERVICE" INTEREST

Much Suffering and Loss Among Is Treatment Wickersham
the Livestock in
commends for Glavis's
Missouri.
Ailment.

Ap-

district attorneys of the terin. session this afternoon
are
ritory
with Governor Curry and Traveling
Auditor Charles V. Safford, to consider the most efficacious methods of collecting delinauent taxes and also assessment matters. Mr. Safford showed that of the 1908 taxes, there were
collected 82.44 ner cent last year
which shows a wonderful
improvement. It was shown for instance, that
Territorial Treasurer Samuel Eldodt
collected in 1897 only 65 per cent of
the 180C taxes, and of the 1S97 taxes
he collected in 1898 only 50 per cent.

bt. Joseph, Mo., Jan. 0 It was 13
The Territorial supreme court met
Mar.ealn-mania- .
a fm-yesterday afternoon with Chief Jus- utiuw zeiu nere UllS morning, tne
,f mpntnl
tice William J. Mills presiding, and coldest since 1899. Much suffering of alienation in which the
patient has
Associate Justices McFie, Pope, Ab- live stock is reported.
grandiose delusions.
Wichita, Kan., Jan. 0. South cen-bott, Mechem and Abbott on the
bench, Judge A. W. Cooley being ab- tral Kansas experienced the coldest
t
Washington, Jan. C Louis R.
sent on account of illness. U. S. Disof the winter last night. Ther-- , vis formel.v cblef of the fleld divi.
trict Attorney David J. Leahy, Deputy mometers recorded one below. At To-- 5ion cf the Keneral iand office has
U. S. Marshal Smith, Attorney Generthe government observatory re-- fered from
and was not
al Franw W. Clancy and Supreme corded five below, but the street ther- - imbued wilh deep sense of
patriotic
Court Clerk Jose D. Sena were pres- mometers showed eighteen below.
duty in making charges against
on the Ranges.
ent.
retary of the Interior Richard A. BalColorado
Jan. 6. The linger and others in connection with
Springs,
This forenoon the court handed
down two opinions. Case No. 1258 thermometer recorded ten below here coal Iand claims in Alaska according
The continued
cold to Attorney General Wickersham,
was reversed in an opinion written by last night.
Incorporation.
Chief Justice Mills. It was the case weather the last few days has result- - whose report of September 11, on the
ed in considerable loss to unprotect- - famous controversy was sent to ConThe Roswell & Northern and Could of James
Reagan, appellee, vs. The ed
sheep and cattle on the ranges, gress today by President Taft.
railroad filed incorporation papers to- El Paso and Northeastern
Railway
in Twelve Years.
day in the office of Territorial Secre- Company and the El Paso and Northtorney General Wickersham severely
Kansas City, Jan. 6. Eighteen be- - arraigns Glavis in his summary,
tary Nathan Jaffa. The road is to be western Railroad Company, appelwas
recorded in
built from Roswell to Tucumcari and
district sas today,unofficially
appeal from the
the lowest temperature in
is to be 140 miles lond. It is believed lants,
insinuations or charges of impropcourt for Otero county. John W.
that the Rock Island system is friend- Thompson was
lJU, vx lu ouuiuvtebi m iweureier conduct on the part of Secretary
for
appelattorney
s
The intense cold wave cov- ly to the new road. The capital stock lees and W. A. Hawkins
and Frank-lin- erea Missouri and reached into Okla-- Ballinger, Assistant Secretary Pierce,
is $150,000 all paid in. The incor
for the appellants.
The district noma; Arkansas and Texas. A shnrt- Commissioner Dennet or Chief of
porators and directors are: Charley court
has awarded plaintiff damages age of natural gas caused much suf- Field Division Schwartz are, in my
C. Tannehill,
Aurelius
Pruitt, J.
So far
sum of $300 for the killing of fering among thousands of families opinion, entirely disproved.
the
in
Smith Lea, John W. Rhea, James F.
Cunfrom
to
action
favor
any
taking
L.
Hinkle, Edgar
Bedell, Clifton a mare and injury to a jack by a in vtstern Missouri, and eastern and ningham claimants, the recorcf cleanly
train.
The
of
the
opinion
supreme central Kansas and on the unprotect
Chisholm, J. Phelps White of RosUl
well. The stock is divided into 1500 court holds that the record does not
C!aCiU jvaUSas. njauie
careful not to act in any redisclose that the jack was injured and are reported to be dying by the hun- - UOusly
shares.
these claims for reason
upon
8pect
dred.s Abeline, Texas, reported six- the mare killed by the defendant
Appointed Notary Public.
that during the summer of 190S, while
or
either of them. There is above11
Governor Curry today appointed
WrtL' twenty.;he was in "0 manner connected with
"Willis H. Myer3 of Cowan,
Quay also total lack of proof that the inthe government, he was consulted
county, a notary public.
Covered With Blanket of Snow, some of the claimants with respect
jury was due to any negligence of
Mrs. Mark Summers has returned the defendant. "Negligence may not
Louisville, Jan. 6. Snow today cov- - to the issuance of patents and had
from a visit with her family in Chi- be inferred from the mere fact that ers the greater part of Kentucky, called upon Secretary
Garfield on
stock have been killed or injured by a Tennessee and Arkansas with traces
cago.
purpose to ascertain the attitude of
railroad train. Negligence must be as far south as Mississippi and Ala- - his
Trap and Sons in Jail.
department thereon. Neither his
bama. At Louisville, it was nearly a action nor any of his written or
Rev. A. C. Trap and two sons,
alleged and Droved."
foot deep, the heaviest for many spoken expressions were favorable to
and John, have given themAdjournment Taken.
selves up to the authorities at RosAfter this afternoon's session which years. There are six inches of snow these claimants. What he did was to
well, according to a dispatch received convened at three o'clock and during at Memphis.
instruct the land office t3 investigate
by Captain Fred Fornoff of the mount- which a number of opinions were
Kept Cattle From Freezing.
promptly and dispose of all pending
-.
ed police. Captain Fornoff has or- handed down, adjournment was tak- :..iSalina, Kan., Jan: 6. It 'was fifteen"
T
dered Mounted Policeman W. E. Dud- en to February 28. The adjournment below here last
is
Glavis
Slow,
coldest
the
of
night,
who
had been sent to Corona to cf th, supreme court to February 28, the winter. Many farmers remained
ley
Attorney General Wickershaw says
arrest Trap, to return to Santa Rosa was due to several causes.
The ill- up all night, keeping the cattle mov- - further that Glavis had
upwards of
has
Linand
asked Sheriff Stevens of
ness of Judge Cooley, the early re- ing to prevent their
two years in which to complete hi; into
death,
freezing
coln county, to take no steps at pres- tirement of Chief Justice Mills to bevestigations and was furnished by the
ent to have Trap taken to Lincoln. come governor and the fact that the
land office with all assistance requirPRIZE FIGHTERS WILL
Trap acknowledges shooting Deputy matter of the reappointment of
TOUR THE WORLD. ed. Instead of hampering him or in- Sheriff W. H. McAdams.
Judge McFie and Parker is still pendterfering with him, every facility was
A telegram from El Paso says that ing, seemed to make it desirable
given him by the interior department,
Grand
BatC
Jan.
Rapids, Mich.,
McAdanig was not killed, but is now that further oral hearings should be
had the department desired imJdid
in the hospital at El Paso and under- delayed until the complete personnel tling Nelson and Stanley Ketchel are properly to pass
claims to patent it
toa
trip around the world
went an operation. The physicians of the bench has been definitely an- planning
so
have
in January, 1908,
done
might
hold out no hope for his recovery. The nounced. The court made an order gether. In a general way the agree- by simply acting on favorable
repot of
ment
to
is
to
that
go
any cases now pending may be
Europe first and then
bullet entered his abdomen, passed
Special Agent Love. He continues:
to
Australia.
submitted
in
briefs
upon
stipulation
through his stomach and came out between
"Glavis's claim that he prevented
counsel.
It is expected
of the small of his back. The wound
the government from being defraudmost
cases
that
of
now
the
adunder
was inflicted with a revolver, and Maled by producing reference to the atvisement
will
be
at
decided
the FebReception at Executive Mancolm Trapp, a son of the minister,
torney general of questions of law, insessession
and
summer
a
that
ruary
sion.
was the only one of the trio who had
volved and overruling by him of opinsion held probably in July will pracAn invitation is extended
a weapon of that kind according to a
ion written by Assistant Secretary
of the calendar as it
to every one to attend the redispose
tically
statement by McAdams.
Pierce, which would have enabled
exists up to that time.
ception at the Executive Manclaimants to procure
Cunningham
sion
from
to
ten
Other
Business
Of.
tonight
eight
Disposed
COLD, NOT TIDAL WAVE,
is
absolutely
disproved by recCase Noo. 1233 was affirmed in an
o'clock, given
by Governor
NOW HITS GALVESTON.
Glavis'
ord:.
and summary
in
report
honor
his
succesof
Associate
Curry
W.
H.
Justice
Galveston, Jan. 6. A cold wave opinion byis
omit to a degree which amounts to
sor, Chief Justice William J.
William D.
case
It
of
the
Pope.
reached here today in the form of
absolute suppression,
Mills of Las Vegas.
letters,
Radcliffe, appellee, vs. Jose E. Chaheavy sleet. It was the first this sec- ves,
and other documents some of
an
apappellant,
administrator,
tion has seen in many years.
which are in his possession,
and
peal from Valencia county. Frank W.
which completely rebut inferences he
Clancy" appeared for appellant and
seeks to have drawn. The action of
Felix H. Lester for appellee. Dr.
HARD
each and every official of the land ofRadcliffe had claimed $1,410 for proEXPEDITION TO
fice referred to in Glavis' charges ap-- I
fessional services. The probate court
had allowed him $472 and the district
pears to have been inspired by a per- court; $1,047.35. From this the adDH
FALLS
fectly proper desire to bring to con-- !
IDE
PDLE ministrator appealed. Judge Pope in
elusion an investigation which was
his syllabus says:
prolonged beyond all reason as far as
the interests of the government re1. Failure of the trial; court
to Senator Perkins of
California quired and were not advanced by proBritish Government Has Pro- make special findings as provided by
Will Probably Die as
longed delays and the inaction of
Compiled Laws, section 2999, is not
mised to Give $100,000
a tenable assignment of error where
Special Agent Glavis."
Result
no request for such finding was made
Treatment Recommended.
Toward It
The report in conclusion says:
and denied in the court below. Bank
v. Baird, 13 N. M. 431, followed.
"Glavis action appears to have been
BADLY INJURED founded
SPINE
2. A motion to strike out the whole HIS
H. F. SCOTT WILL
upon a wholly exaggerated
answer of a witness, where part of
impression of his own importance and
the answer is good, is properly denied.
desire for personal advancement, and
Fear That Uncle Sam May 3.willIn cases tried before the court Assistant Secretary of State Wil- this species of 'megalomania' has
be presumed that the court
it
son Also Fell on
finally led him to submit to you
Reach the Coveted
ultimately disregarded t inadmissible
of improper motives and concharges
Pavement.
Goal First.
testimony and the erroneous admisduct against his official superior
sion of testimony will afford no ground
which in my opinion are so
Washington, Jan. 6. Senator Per- and unfounded as to merit hisunjust
London, Jan. 6. The Scott exped- of error unless it is apparent that the
imition towards the South Pole is now court considered such testimony in kins of California slipped on the ice mediate separation from the service."
the case.
pavement at his notel this morning
assured, the government having prom- deciding
4. Under C. L., Sec. 3031, requiring and was rendered unconscious by the
ised today a hundred thousand doBOY GIVES LIFE
llars toward the two hundred thou- as a prerequisite to receiving books fall. He was carried to the apartFOR SISTERS.
sand which is the estimated expense. of account, proof by customers that ments, where the physician's declared
suffered
he
of
had
a
severe
wrench
the
correct
party usually kept
books,
The expedition will start in July, in
Warms Them to Keep Them From
command of Captain Herbert F. Scott it is sufficient if it be shown by cus- the spine in addition to painful bruisSuccumbing to Terrible Cold.
es.
a
Senator
Perkins
tomers
in
been
has
not
of
that
during period
years
There is little doubt that the reportFound in Hay Stack.
ed activity among American Arctic they had always found their accounts the best of health for some time and
nature
the
as
of
is
testhe
tendered
correct,
with
coupled
present injury
explorers who advocate a south polar
Winnipeg, Jan. 6. The storm the
xpedilion proved a convincing factor timony that Riich neoounts wer taUn such, that the physician did not feel
frnm tht Virnlra In nllstinn It Tint ha. justified in saying how soon he will last few days in the country along the
to the government.
Sault Ste Malre railroad has resulted
in" essential that such customers recover.
seven deaths. They include Anin
Assistant
shi
have
examined
such
Wilson
Falls.
actually
Secretary
BATTLESHIP
IDAHO RUNS
Washington, Jan. 6. Huntington drew Coleman and Clem Bradley,
AGROUND IN DELVVVAnc. ;i ks and compared their accounts
them.
in the Darwin wood camp, and
Wilson, assistant secretary of the
Phiadelphia, Pa., Jan. 6. Tl.e
r Under C. L,, sec. 3031, admitting state fell on the icy walk as he step- a little boy, who was found dead in a
Idaho, which left tl o Piiltod!.
U'oics of account where the party ped from the automobile last night, haystack, south of Yellow Grass. Be.
phia navy yard yesterday rf'- f.tiy h !(; no clerk,
cut his face badly and received other sides the boy were found his two sis
the fact that a
Hook ran aground today iv,
wife from time to time made bruises. The secretary has been In ters. The little fellow had kent them
i
river about twenty mi;
w
poor health lately and the effects of warm while his own life remained
this city.
the shock are feared.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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A
Jan.
Washington, D. C
scheme for a government guaranty
for a through railroad project from
the tide water to the interior of Alaska, in which the Guggenheim interests figure, looms back of the display
of the near Arctic crain and vegetables that stocked the room of the
house committee on territories today.
The Guggenheim interests have mining properties in the Copper River
section and until recently it has been
claimed that they wanted no guaranty.
Now the movement has been given a

SJOJH

I

11

operation

.

The matter has not yet

Jesse Johnson

of

Mex.

Texas, at

Clarence
Tampico,

Mata-mora-

A. Miller of Missouri,
Mex.

s,

at

Albert A. Morawetz of Arizona, at
Leipeg, Saxony.
P. Emersoon Taylor of Nebraska, ki
Stavanger, Norway.
NEW JUDICIAL CIRCUIT.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 6. Representative Taylor of Colorado, has introduced a bill creating a new judicial
circuit, to be composed of the districts
of Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Wyoming and Utah.

STRIPPED

DOCTOR COOK
OF LAST HONOR.

Arctic Club Drops His Name From

Roll of Membership Follows
Other Punishment.
New York, Jan. 6. The Arctic club
of America founded by Dr. Frederick
A. Cook and his supporters in
the
north pole controversy, last night
dropped the name of the explorer from
the roll of membership.
The action
of the directors was unanimous and
followed hard on the heels of the explorer's summary dismissal from the
council of the Brooklyn Institute of
Arts and Science two days ago. This
strips from Dr. Cook almost the last
vestige of his scientific honors, only
the degree of philosophy
conferred
by the University of Copenhagen

em-playe- d

KILLSJERCMI
Refused to Comply With a
Demand for Five Thousand Dollars
f.33AILANTSi,0EE0DD

ESCAPE

Three Men Implicated in the
Heinous Deed at Chicago
Today.
Chicago, 111., Jan. C Failing to
comply with a demand for five thousand dollars contained in letters signed "Black Hand," B. Seneni, an aged
Italian merchant, was shot and instantly killed by three men this morning while he lay asleep in the rear
of his store. His assailants escaped.
ANOTHER TERRIBLE
AEROPLANE

ACCIDENT.

Aeronaut Meads Takss a Tumble of
Thirty Feet With His Machine
at Cannes.

physi-n.M.'- s

..

Cannes,

Jan.

6.

An

Englishman

named Meade who was operating an
aeroplane of the Bleriot type fell with
his machine from a height of thirty
feet today. Meade is seriously

of the same year, it was also 8
below.
The weather prediction for tonight
is fair with continued cold weather.
Tomorrow will be fair, with rising
temperature. This news will doubt
less elecit a Santa Fe chorus of
"Let it rise."
Story of the Drop.
The drop, mercurial, not gum, was
an insidious affair, but there was one
man in Santa Fe who suspected it.
That gentleman was A. J. Fischer
who told several young men at his
drug store early last night that he expected the night would be the coldest
of the year. At 0 p. ni. it was 9 above
zero and at 7 p. m. 7 above. Then at
8 o'clock it was only 4 above and people flocked to the Elks theatre to get
warm. For the melodrama was expected to have lots of fire in it. The
weather man took the hint that Harry
Tracy gave him, it seems, and raised
his temperature two degrees, keeping
the mercury at 6 until 10 p. m. At the
news of Tracy's death at 11 p. m., the
mercury dropped one degree and kept
on - the downward plunge, reaching ,1
degree above zero at midnight.
Down, Down, It Went.
The man who attended the show
and returned home late wondered why
everything in the house seemed so
cold. The wise ones wrapped up, In- dian fashion, in blankets and tried to
forget that the pillow seemed like a
small sized cake of ice from a scene
in Uncle Tom's Cabin. At 1 o'clock
the silver bulb dipped to 2 below and
at 2 a. in. it managed to dig down to
4
below. With reckless abandon
the mercury kept on a downward
course while old Boreas outside lent
a melodramatic accompaniment and
real sympathetic support. A 3 a. m.
5 below had been recorded and the
mercurial rascal was not yet satisfied.
Ir, was a clear case of record
smashing
and with a slight rest at 4 o'clock,
when the mercury rose to 4 below, it
took its great plunge reaching seven
and three-tenth- s
belo'" zero at 5
o'clock.
22,

come before the committee. The railroad project contemplates a tidewater outlet at Cordova; the eastern
terminus to be Fairbanks, not far
from the Arctic circle. The exhibit is
intended to show what that section
can produce and promise in the way
of agricultural railroad traffic.
U. S. Consuls Nominated.
Washington, Jan. 6. Among the
consular nominations announced by
the President today are:

bj-tleshi-

-

NAM

Two travelers sat in a well known
Santa Fe restaurant this morning. And
they chose seats near the big stove.
To the waiter one said: "Bring me
And the
sonic lowered pemmican."
other added: "And give me a gum
drop:"
These orders having been taken both
travelers proceeded to shovel coal into
the stove . And there was a reason,
for the weather today has broken
records for cold snaps. Not since Jan1ms the mercury jumpuary 21,
ed to a grealed depth this month. It
was then 13 below. On January 9,
1SS1, it fell to 8 below and on January

new life looking to general legislation
to guarantee the interest on bonds of
rialraods built in Alaska after a certain amount of construction work has
been completed. Its advocates claim
that capital cannot be induced into
the territory without government co-

10

,

NEAR

FROZEN

Tidewater Outlet Is to Be at Seven Bears Seek Caves as
Cordova, Eastern Terminus
Haven From Biting
at Fairbanks.
Cold.

Re- -

The

j

TO BE GUARANTEED

I

Fires

on

Strike.

This is about the hour that poets
say men sleep the soundest, but the
household gods woke up the men who
take a kindly interest in their family's
comfort and down to the cellar furnace
they hiked. The furnace, however,
seemed to be on a strike and gave
forth little heat. But it wa3 only a
trick of the weather. The would-b- e
fire builder went upstairs again and
tried to look out of the window. But it
wasn't any use as the allies of mercury had painted the panes white so
that the same could be better played.
At 6 a. m. the mercury climbed to i
below and at 7 to 5 below, and at 8
to G below. Then at 9 a. m. the
thermometer became respectable and
was 3 above zero, ascending to 6
above at 10 a. m.
g
Wind.
When Weather Experts Linney and
Sloan arrived at the federal building
this morning then remarked to each
other that the breeze around there
cut like Harry Tracy's knife. With
icicles on his moustache Mr. Sloan
made a rush for the thermometer and
after reading the registration looked
in the looking glass to see if he was
dreaming.
Colder Elsewhere.
The consolation, however, is given
that Colorado Springs which so many
easterners talk of in balmy terms,
"basked" in a temperature of 10 below zero today and Topeka and other
Kansas towns 18 below. Just what
Montana and Minnesota had to say
for themselves was unrecorded. It is
stated, however, that Dr. Frederick
A. Cook's assertion that the temperature around the pole "was 77 below
zero is being given serious attention
now by his enemies who think the
Knife-Cuttin-

(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Wheat

Old

Established 1856.
"I find Cascarets so good that I would
not be without them. I was troubled a

Pleasant. Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
923
cure or your money back.

drouth,

Also VARIETY FRESH VAST
ISaSBWJrMtiWJ' 'AlUM'VFft'i

'ni-nr.irii- M

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

Ap SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE1FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL
'8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry Silverware, DecNovelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Proposals for New Plants at Fort
Eayard Captain S. P. Vestal, acting
quartermaster at Fort Bayard, Grant
county, has asked for sealed proposals for constructing a power and refrigerating plant and hospital sergeant's quarters. The bids will be
opened on February 15. Over $275,000
will be expended by the government
at Fort Bayard on improvements this
year.
Magdalena Has a Fire The two
story frame house of H. A. Patterson,
contractor and builder at Magdalena,
Socorro county, was destroyed
by
fire.
Insurance covers part of the
loss.
Walked From Pueblo to Albuquerque T. J. Cavanaugh, a Confederate
veteran, aged seventy years, has arrived at Albuquerque from Pueblo,
Colorado, having walked the entire
distance. It took him three weeks to
walk the distance from Albuquerque.
He will walk to Gallup where he will
visit two nephews.
Railroad
Company Incorporated
A meeting was held at Koswell on
Monday to incorporate the Roswell,
Northern & Gulf railway, which is to
build a line from Roswell to TucumT
cari. The capitalization is $150,000
and the incorporators are: J. F. Hin-klJ. P. White, Charles C. Tannehill,
Aurelius
Alvin R. Morrison,
Pruit,
Clifton Chisholm, J. Smith Lea and
John W. Rhea.
Death of Healthseeker at Roswell
Harry Sprague, aged 19, died at Roswell of tuberculosis after !three
months residence in that city.
Wedding at Roswell Eda Margaret Fairchild. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel H. Fairchild, and Ed
ward Mitchell Spencer, will be married at Roswell, January 12, by Rev.
H. Van Valkenburgh
of the Methodist church.

e,

Goods.
MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

j

TAXIDEKMIST, TANNER

FTJBBIEK

&

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy au? Laaies' Pur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

FRANK FGORMLEY

4PhoMwScki9

1

General
Merchandise

SANTA FE, N. M.

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D.'MULLIGAN

FUNERALS
RESIDENCE
RED
NIGHT PHONE
PICTURE

FRAMING

Personal Attention

188

RED

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

130
DONE.

MIMfiD PITV

Ladies Tailor Made Suits
Ladies and Misses Coats

TfiPlPQl

6.
Colo., Jan.
forecast for New
Mexico: Fair tonight with continued cold weather. Fair
weather Friday with rising
temperature.

Denver,

Weather

BELOW COST

We have this week received from
the factory another one of those extension front broughams which in all
probability is the finest hack in the
city of Santa Fe. We are endeavoring
to give you
service and will
do our best to answer all calls prompt-

A large assortment to select from
in all the latest styles & colors

ly.

WILLIAMS & RISING,
Phone 138 Red.
a
Year
Ago The weather
Today
today a year ago was comparatively
warm.
The maximum Jtemperatujre
was 55 and the minimum 31. There
was 65 per cent of sunshine.
Meeting of Woman's Aid Society
The Woman's Aid Society of the Pres
byterian church will meet tomorrow
afternoon with Mrs. J. A. Rolls, Pal
ace avenue. Regular annual election
of officers.
Williams & Rising Ad Attention
is called to the advertisement of Will
iams & Rising who announce a com-- j
plete stock in single rigs, surrey and
saddle horses as will be found else-- !
where in this issue.
The Guild will meet at 2:30 o'clock
tomorrow Friday afternoon with Mrs.
James Seligman. The annual election of officers will take place and
a full attendance of the members of
the Guild has been requested.
Dr. Blair to Preach Dr. Samuel
Blair of Albuquerque, will preach tonight at St. John's Methodist church
and after the sermon he will hold a
quarterly 'conference at which routine
business will be transacted.
Federal Building Repairs The re
pair work to the federal building still
is under way and the building shows
Sev- signs of decided improvement.
eral government officials, however,
have complained of feeling anything
but "fit" as a result of breathing in
'
rooms recently painted.
East is Freezing Tourists froom
New York and Pennsylvania who arrived in the city today state that their
states are in the grip of the blizzard
and have been for several days.
"There was no mistake about Santa
Claus weather in the east this Christmas," said one traveler at the Claire
hotel, "and I for one am glad to get
to Santa Fe even if the weather records here have been knocked into a
cocked hat."

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
local
applications, as they cannot
by
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rurnj-lin- g
sound or imperfect hearing! und
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam
ed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Take L XATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
KiunKiftis
money 11 it ians to cure
Take Hall's Family Pills for
E W. GKOVE'sS
signature is on each
25c.

THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY
THAT YOU SHOULD NOT MJSS
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thing absolutely impossible
with fire tempered steel used
in making all other razors.
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Unsurpassed Chocolates
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GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA PE.

morninz.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
A. T. & S. F. Depot.
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GRINDING.

of clean smooth shaves

Near

'The long awaited great American play."
(N. Y. Press)

Grain, Potatoes,

HONING-N-

Smithirg Ccal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

HENRY MILLER

LEO HERSCH

UNIFORM KEENNESS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

January 6th.

International Stock Food
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You want comfort and satisaction
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FOR
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that cares.

NO

ELKS THEATER

Alfalfa

CENTURY

KtnrttVin Xpw Vpnr with n nlnnn vprmv!
Tho cnAnooa.
ful man to day is the man who realizes the important of
his personal appearance. It is the man who cares who
gets the things in life and three quarters of his suecess
can be attributed to his personality. Let us help you
rlan the New Year of If 10 with a few suggestions along
ths line of helpful essentials that appeal to the man
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THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

.

Gill

Incorporated 1903.

January Sale

Box,

TRY OUR

6, 1910.

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY

great deal with torpid liver and headache.
Now since taking Cascarets Candy Cathartic I feel very much better. I shall certainly recommend them to my friends as
the best medicine I have ever seen."
Anna Bazinet,
Osborn Mill No. 2, Fall River, Mass.

She is sweet and sane, she is fit for
heaven,
But we trust she'll stay till nineteen
'leven.

Bobolink

Spitz

ROUND UP.

Here's the girl of the glad New Year!
Whether she's yonder or there or here
Whether in furs that are flecked with
snow
Or gowned in gingham or calico,
Whether she dwells in the sun kissed
south,
The ice hugged north or the desert's

Imperial
Jersy Cream
Pansy

orated
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THURSDAY,

Made in New Mexico.
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FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
on?.yaa?

FISCHER DRUB COMPANY

By WM. VAUGHN MOODY
"A drama of American prose"
Daily Standard)

DIAMONDS
Right Prices
Rlcht Goods
Right Serviee

Qm

YOKTZ

WTCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

MPYIAN

CM IfOCST

J1WELRY

Eyes Tested and
Fitted by Up-tOate Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francico St.

SANTA FE, N. M.
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(London

Livery

Over 600 Performances in
New York. Now Crowding
the A del phi Theatre, London

A COMPLETE STOCK OP SINGLE
RIGS, SURREY & SADDLE HORSES
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I
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SEATS now on sale at
FISCHERS DRUG STORE
50c to 1.50
Prices. . .
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San Francisco St.
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May the coming year be the best you ever have had.
and the worst youever will have.
Phone
213.
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No Contagious desease allowed In our hacks
1

To Om Many Friends and Patrons

1910

We have it
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Druggist

Phone
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Zook's Pharmacy
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DECISION

Add This Fact to Your Store of
Knowledge.
Kidney disease advances so rapidly
Hint manv a person is nrmiv in ins
erasn before aware of its nrtrn s. t
Prnmilt aftpntimi shmilfl ho ?ivPn !..- slightest symptom of kidney disi rd
If there is a dull pain in the bacK'
headaches, dizzy spells or a tired,
worn-ou- t
feeling, or if the urine is
.irregular and atdark,
tended with pain, procure a good kidney remedy at once.
recommend
Your
townspeople
Doan's Kidney Pills. Read the statement of this Santa Fe citizen:
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In 1907 I procured Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling
Burrows & Co.'s drug store and used
them for pains in my back which
had troubled me at intervals for three
years. Doan's Kidney Pills brought
prompt relief and proved so satisfactory that I willingly gave a public
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writs of mandamus issued by the
distrkt court are ljut the txcut:on
J4th of
y it fit' its judgments of th1900.
the amounts of
onimissioiu-rwhich the board of
were ordered to assess against the
taxable property of the county and
kiv thp samf. We mav sav. tilfre- f'"'e. at the outset that whatever
could have been urerd to prevent the
rendition of the judgments cannot
now be urged to prevent their en-Tcentein. This disposes of the deft rise made against the orders under
review, that the act of Congress validating the bonds is uncertain and indefinite, even if it had merit otherwise. The objections that are urcred
against the act of Congress are that
it cannot be understood from it what
refunding act is referred to, there
being two, it is contended, or whether all of the bonds issued under it

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point ot tne Sojinwett
Army OU.cers Detailed by War Department
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

lti-V- A

f

The following is the opinion of the
United States Supreme Court, delivered by Justice McKenna, on the appeals of the County of Santa Fe, in
the cases brought against it by Bird

and be heard before the order and
writ are made permanent."
To sustain this prayer they alleged
that at the date of the rendition of
the judgments of appellees all of the
property within the county of Santa
Fe subject to taxation was liable for
the payment of its pro rata of the
legis
judgments; that the thirty-fiftlative assembly "eliminated" portions
of Santa Fe county, and attached
hem respectively to the county of
Rio Arriba and the county of Torrance, and made them
subject to
their proportions of the indebtedness
of Santa Fe county; that the taxable
property situate therein is liable for
its part of the indebtedness; that the
are without
county commissioners
jurisdiction to levy and assess taxes
upon it, and that the peremptory
writs include only "the property and
territory within the present bounda
ries: of Santa Fe. anrl do not pretena
to include that in Rio Arriba and
Torrance; that by a mandamus issued
out of the district court on the 25th
day of January, 1901. the county
commissioners were required to levy
a tax upon the taxable property in
Santa Fe sufficient in amount to produce a sum of $133,2S4.I9, with interest thereon from the 24th of September, 1900, until paid at five per
cent per annum, and $30.00 costs, the
of
said sum being for the amount

Jt

men for college or for business life. Great
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at
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of
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feel above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
. all graduElveD Officers and iustructo-sates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern Ip all respects.
REGENT!' E A. Cartoon, President; W
O. Hamilloa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
W
Treasure.-- ; W. M. Atmnson Secretary, and
A Ftlyao
For particulars an1 Illustrated catalogue
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Have you taken notice of the hotel
arrivals the past week? On Monday
there was a half column of them and
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
every day since then they have run
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
to the full capacity of the hotels, not
Vice President.
Editor and President.
mentioning the Sanitarium and the
.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
private boarding houses. What is
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
Santa Fe doing to cause those visit- $3.75 ors to came again? Unfortunately,
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 the weather has been cold and not
75 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 near as agreeable as it generally is
sir months
65
Daily, per mouth, by mail
75 in January at Santa Fe. The streets
Daily, per year, by mail ...... 7.00 Weekly, per quarter
and pavements were crusted with ice
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- -

latai Bank

PAUL A. F. WALTER

...

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

OF SANTA FE.

...

Practice in the District and Su
Courts:"'
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

....

preme

Capital Stock,
$150,000
and
Undivided
Surplus
Profits, 75,000
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CHARLES F. EASLEY

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-La-
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CATRON & CATRON

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe,

-.-

...

Counsellors-at-La-

Catron Block
-

-
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New Mexico

VOLNEY HOWARD

G.

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all Courts of Territory
Speaks Spanish
'Phone 192 Black
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
New MexicoSanta Fe,

....

RENEHAN

-

DAVIES
E. P. Davies

A. E. Renehan
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
- : New Mexico
Santa Fe
.

W. PRICHARD
and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.'
G.

Attorney

C. W. G. WARD

...

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New MexicoLas Vegas,

-

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

w

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
New Mexico
Las Cruces.

...

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Mining 'and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos
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E. C. ABBOTT

and snow, except on "the first day of
the year when the streets were mud
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to holes. Three young men just admitted to the Bar, were overheard to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatf ii say that Santa Fe had disappointed
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
among tke intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
them very much; that it had no Y.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
M, C. A. rooms, no Commercial Club
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
rooms where one might meet the
un;ion( ftyjiAetx?
in all markets for its customers.
stocks
a
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or
businessmen socially
pass
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DOWN.
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sioner of Indian affairs says that
false
$00,000,00 assessment, reached after ; undeserved being made
upon
increase
on
among
the
is
tuberculosis
per cent per annum, on six months' or years time. Liberal $
but that much is certain,
many years of endeavor on part of
the Indians. This is especially the Republican officials, but especially by rremises,
made on consignments of livestock and products, p
advances
that there ought to be other places
cai.e among other tribes than the Governor Curry and Traveling Audit- - than saloons or dance halls in which
The
bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking, line,
Pueblos. The latter have been living or Charles V. Safford, but after all the
husinessand
2.
professional
visiting
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
ir. houses for a thousand years and $00,000,000 means an assessment of man
have an opportunity to
5 as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- - $
mere, and to them civilization has less than one dollar out of every mix might with businessmen
or the
socially
not brought such a change in life as five of actual wealth in New Mexi- 2 ing.
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roved
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it has
those
co. The agricultural products of the
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public
respecfully
he plains and at the best lived in commonwealth
alone
last
year
Much good must result from today's thru
hogans. While none of the Indian amounted to a value of $60,000,000 and
ruujxnjrn,n.nj'LiiJjTru-Ltribes were Nomads in the stricter it is not a wild over estimate to say meeting of district attorneys to consense of the word, yet, civilization has that the farm lands ought to be worth sider tax and assessment methods.
changed them from a people who liv- nt lpjmt twinp thp flmnnnt nf their nn- - Governor Curry and Traveling Audit- Charles V. Safford have been very
ed mostly in the open air and moved nual production, or $120,000,000. Salt
in urging county officials to
over large areas, to a shut-ipeople Lake
energetic
an
assessment
has
City, Utah,
taxes
and as a result during
collect
that have become sedentary. The of
or
considerably
$0S,755,000
spread of tuberculosis among them more than all of New Mexico with its 1909 there was collected 82.44 per
The thrpo thmiennrl rnilps nf rnill'fiafls. its cent of the taxes of 1908, a greater
is one of the consequences.
tore In fact,
ever
Pueblo Indians, not so much subject IrrWInn wnrltn. its mines its im- - Per Cent th
to
back
of a Dem- the
to consumption are, however, also mense
days
turnl?S
deposits of coal, its magnificent ooratic territorial
anHon.
after
One
village
treasurer,
disappearing.
land grants, its fertile areas, jts
other has been abandoned in historic prosperous banks tnat have resources Samuel Eldodt, it is found that in
WILLIAM VAyGHJi.PROP.
1897 there were collected of the taxes
times. Pecos i3 no more; Pojoaque
an
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Denver
$30,000,000.
totaling
has become an entirely Spanish-Americau"' DJ iJel eui "lu
One
assessment of $132,079,000, or more levlcu 1U1 l
in
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has
Nambe
village;
than twice that of all of New Mexico. the succeeding year only 50 per cent
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is
1897ot'
Picuris
of
taxes
for
is
the
noticeable
Cuisine and
mated; the population
Large Sample
Portland, Oregon, is assessed at $156,- Table Service
Intermarriage with sur- 000,000 and Portland has never been too that during 1908, it was the coun-- ,
dwindling.
Room for Comrounding settlers is the chief cause; considered among the great cities of ties with Republican officials which
Unex
mercial Travelers
the going away of the young bucks the United States. Minneapolis has collected the largest per cent, of tax-- j
who have been educated to more lu- nn
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
venation of i 83.021 .000: es- - such counties as McKinley, Otero,!
crative fields is another. It is well Seattle of $209,191,000; Milwaukee of Bernalillo Colfax, Valencia, leading
that this is so, for the existence of $500,358,394, and Los Angeles of m031 ot tne Democratic counties. In
tie Pueblo Indians as a separate en- $385,401,000, or about ten times all ot some of the Republican counties,
tity in New Mexico is a hindrance to the assessed valuation of the Terri- - makinS allowance for four per cent
the development of the Territory; the tory. No wonder this commonwealth retained by tie collectors, almost 100
AMERICAN AND
thousands of acres belonging to them gives the impression of being pov- - Per cent of tne taxes levied were co1
EUROPEAN PLAN
and not utilized and which can not erty stricken, of being unable to lecteii'
well be alienated or developed at pres- maintain a state
government; of lackIt is not much comfort that the taxent, will eventually be divided and ing stability; of having an uncertain
sold and by their being tilled will add future; $60,000,000 is a proper assess- payers of Santa Fe county will extract
to the wealth of the Territory. The ment for a second class city of
from the II. S. supreme court opinion
few remaining Pueblos will become
to 100.000 people, but not for a which says that they must pay the
good citizens and will prosper and great and wealthy state of more than levy to meet the judgments obtained
0
t,ie Pueblo villages will become a a hundred thousand square miles and by certain Santa Fe county
mere tradition just as are the cliff
holders on their defaulted interest
inhabitants.
J. E. LACOME
dwellers and their towns found scat
coupons. True, the supreme court
tered all over New Mexico.
As neighbors repeated .their greet- - does not say that the defenses urged
The Arizona Republican discusses
to neighbors on New. Year morn- - against the bonds are not good, but
'
ing
Proprietor
the annual report of the commissioning many were missed who were here it does insist that they must be
er of Indian affairs as follows:
not
at
time
and
the proper
a year ago.
The deaths have been pleaded
"The annual report of the commissince last was said a Happy ter the courts have given judgment.
Commodious Sample Rorm
sioner of Indian affairs says that tu- N'ew Year.
is
all
indebtedness
This
been
And
have
ranks
county
nasty
'
berculosis is on the increase among
Old age and childhood have business at its best and some effort Long Distance Telephone Station.
the Indians. This is certainly true invaded.
both heard the call; professional should be made to compromise it and
of the Indians in Arizona. Various
young men in their strength; place the entire matter on a business
explanations of the fact have been men,
some who were sorely needed; some basis. This would benefit the county
Steam Heated: Electric
main
the
offered. It is probable that
was an inspiration; as much as the bond owners,
FIRST CLASS CAFE
cause is to be found in the changed whose presence
-Lighted, Every Room
were
of strength to
conditions of life on the reservations. some who some towers
IN CONNECTION r
a Good One,
who in their lives
the city;
Under existing conditions, the ad- Having been an animal of the open builded
monuments to themselves in journment of the territorial supreme
air for ages, the Indian cannot change the work
PRESS THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST.
they wrought; some whom court until February 28, was a proper
to the white man's ways without beit was hard to give up, so much were move. The adjournment was due to
even
than
more
coming
susceptible
them. The several causes, among them the seri- the white man to the latter's dis- they to those whohasloved
been
steadily ous illness of Judge Anord W. Cooley,
long
procession
eases sleeping indoors, and wearing
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way,
wending
early retirement of Chief Justice
unaccustomed clothing subject the other
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and
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Indian to colds, which is something
a
seen
were
seen
where
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will be succeeded
they
ernorship
he never suffered from when living as
year ago, so brittle is this thread of by Judge William H. Pope, and the
a savage.
life, so swift is their journey from fact that the matter of the'reappoint-th- e
"A year or so ago, a missionary recradle to the grave. We greeted ment of Associate Justices John R.
ported to the governor of the terri- them joyously a year ago; today on McFie and Frank W. Parker is still
tory that the habits followed by the the wireless telegraphy of the soul, pending. While there is no doubt of
IFlret Class X5eeta-va.raaa.- t
Indians on the Gila iriver, below we send our messages to them, and, the latter
iaa Connection
being reappointed, still it
RATES 50c and up
G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
Phoenix, in farming their land caused if no answer comes back, still we was but proper that the court
OPEN Day & Ni?ht
many cases of illness which resulted
Santa Fe New Mexico- are secure in the love that journed until their future status is
fatal!'. In irrigating their lands in wraps they
them round.
settled.
cold weather they would wade barehe
in
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take
the water,
foot
said,
The incorporation of a railroad
Ten years ago a pound of bacon
severe colds, and frequently pneu- cost
12 cents; today the consumer from Roswell to Tucumcari is of very
monia.
He urged that tne governimportance to the Territory for
'
First tlass
ment should provide the Indian farm- in Santa Fe must pay 3035 cents, anda great
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thus
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in
other
he
cents;
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ers with rubber boots as one means
sirloin steak could be bought a de- - given another tie uniting it to the
of protecting them. The bureau of
cade ago for 22 cents a pound; today central portions which until the Be'
Indian affairs was requested in due
was built was even more
takes SO cents and more a pound len cut-of- f
course to look into the subject, it
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report, he points out the need of higher, in fact everything is higher Roswell to Torrance, thirty miles less
Modern Baths.
to
the
e
development except, perhaps, the average salary, and much easier topography for
legislation
permit
of mines on executive order reservaone has said that this is an road building. As the Rock Island is
tions and it is to be hoped that con- automobile age and that this accounts in back of the new road, it is quite
gress will heed his suggestions. He for the high prices and the Denver natural, however, that a Rock Island
says:
Post asks in despair: "If automobiles town should be selected as the west-hav- e
" 'There i3 no authority for leasdoubled the price of bacon in em terminus.
ing for mining purposes the lands of ten years what will flying machines
the reservations that have been es- do to turnips?"
The New Mexican in a headline
HERE IS A VERY EXCEPTIONAL
tablished by executive order. There
OPPORTUNITY
yesterday spelled the word floods
are several such reservations, rich in
The assessed valuation of Chicago with three o's but the hundred and
njinerals, and one particularly Jn for 1909 is $897,212,850, of which fifty passengers marooned in a flood
EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF
s
Arizona, containing deposits of tufa
falls on real estate, one- - on the Nevada desert may have used
stone, which it is hoped that Con- fifth on personal property and only even more. The frequent floods in'
on the railroads. This the desert will mean a revision of
gress, by special appropriation, will
.
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BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
"The commissioner wisely urges personal wealth by far exceeds the ture of deserts.
WORK EVER DISPLAYED . IN SANTA Fill
that there is great need for a deter- real estate values but that it escapes
mined and systematic effort to teach taxation because of the difficulty of
South Dakota claims that it will
Excellent Assortments of
tne Indians the industries best suited locating it by the assessor. Never- - show the largest percentage of gain
Don't
to their localities, and to their abili- theless, Chicago's assessed valuation in population since the last census,
Fail
Many
Burned Leather Goods
ties, jAn industrial corps, similar in is fifteen times that (. of t all of New South Dakota is reckoning without
to
other
Mexico.
"administrative
New Mexico which proposes to show
Its
features to the
Burned Wooden Placques
Call
articles
"
medical corps, should be established,
a gain of one hundred per cent and
11
Kinds of Drawn Work
and
that
There is no good accomplished by more in population and the state that
in the opinion of the commissioner,
Leatner
Pillows Tops
attract
ifor the purpose of educating the In- reading the insurgent Congressmen intends to" beat it will have to be go-oInspect
.
dians in the industries by which they
of the party. Even strict partisans ing some.
j
'
are entitled to their own opinions on
might, become self supporting.
men
while
measures
should
an
and
be
There
and
"The Indian schools In Arizona and
regularoutpouring of
elsewhere are doing a great work in ity is much to be desired in party pol- - people tonisht to greet the future gov- educating Indian children, but, as itics yet, such regularity must not be ernor of New Mexico. Santa Fe is
Proprietor
the Commissioner says, this work placed on- too narrow lines.
the friend of Chief Justice Mills and
should be supplemented by special
knows that he is a friend of Santa Fe
3Q1-30- 3
San Francisco St.
Santa Fe, N, M.
What's the use of complaining nnd relations should be cordial right
training in the industries. Indians
make good carpenters, blacksmiths, about cold as lonsr as it's colder else- - from the start. Chief Justice Pope,
and so on."
where?
too, is an old friend of the city.
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GEORGE D. BARBER
Attorney and Councellor-at-LaPractices in the District and Suthe Territory.
preme Courts of
Prompt attention given' to all business
Lincoln County
New Mexico
EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the IT. S.
Surveyor General and IT. S. Land
Offices.
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J. S, CANDELARIO
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W. A. FLEMING JONES
Bonds and Investments
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

....

H. R. PUTMAN
U. S. Court Commissioner

and

Conveyancer
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE

Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered.

....

Texico

New Mexico

R. W. WITTMAN

Draftsman

regret-proportio-

rail-Som-

...

Copies furnished of records on file
U. S. Surveyor General5s Office.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
-- Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Office with the New Mexican Print...
ing Company.
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Pneumonia

Follows a Cold.

but never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar, which stops the
coughs, heals the lungs, and expels
the cold from your system. Take at
first sign of a cold and avoid, a dangerous illness. Sold by all druggists.
Herewith are some Bargain offered
the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings,
$6; the two for $10.
by

Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
full leather $3. Sheriff'B Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25?
two or more books, $1 each. Nbr
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not,.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Coiflis't-atlo- n
Corporation Laws, 75c. Compilation Mining Lairs, 60c. MoneyJ
)igest of New Mexico Reports, full"
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
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1 a SOCIAL
1
appreciate the confidence imposed in tais
bauk by oar customers during the past year. We
desire to show our appreciation by giving to you
the best service possible?at all times.
We wish ycu a prosperous 1910 and hope to merit
a continuance of your patronage. Weshall be
pleased to serve you.
We

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO
Santa Fe.

1

$50,000'

Capital

K. iM.

li
n

AND

PERSONAL

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

SB CSS

Dr. G. W. Harrison of Albuquerque,
is in Santa Fe today.
L. F. Brown of Tacoma. Wash., is
i
one of the tourists in the city.
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward of
Las Vegas, is registered at the Claire
hotel.
Attorney A. C. Voorhees of Raton,

has arrived here to attend the session of the supreme court.
L. Bradford Prince has
returned home from a business trip to
El Paso and Albuquerque.
Judge John Y. Hewitt of White
Oaks, is registered at the Palace hotel. He is here on legal business.
Dr. and Mrs. Smart came up from
Albuquerque to attend tonight's reception at. the Governor's mansion.

You Furnish the Girl! We Furnish

FURNITURE
STOVES and RANGES
KNIVES AND CUTLERY
PIPE and FITTINGS
SANITAkY PLUMBING

Mr. and Mrs. E. Clark of Alcalde.

G. FRANKLIN FLICK

OFFICERS
FLICK, President.

G. FRANKLIN

W. S. DAVIS.

W. S. DAVIS, Cashiei.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Caahlav.

J.

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER
JWW.MJmWii

MHM MfflaWWW.'mPIl

tVMm!nnn.mirmma

SYRINGES

FOUNTAIN

HOT WATER BOTTLES

See our show window for
bargains in these joods
WE ARE OVER STOCKED
and offer a few numbers at less than cost to ns.

.Stripling, Burrows

&

iSKTJS?

tympuj

For Sale

Real

Es

tat e

440 acres, located in San Luis Valley, Rio Grande
County, Colorado. 1 2 miles from county seat town
of 1500 and growing rapidly; part of tract now under irrigation aod plenty of water for whole tract.
Excellent grain country and especially adapted to
hog raising; will consider trade for good mercantile
business, or Santa Fe property.
1--

O

C- -

WATSON & COMPANY

Raal'Estate Agents, Santa Pe, New Mexico.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M BERGERE,
tanta Fe.

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block

N. M.

EUGENIC ROMERO

LU M BE R & COAL YA R D
nut and
mine run coal

I Lump,

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

YARDONHICKOX STREET, NEAR
'NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

TOMAS P. DELGADO Mgr.

Mi Jill

j

The Goldberg
PHONE

203

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
BLACK

208 WEST

PALACE AVE

Watch
This
Space
THE CHAS. WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers

BEDS and SPRINGS

Glassware and Queensware
ROOFING, SPOUTING
SPORTING GOODS
GUNS, AMMUNITION

CALL FOR PRICES

mansion.
Advices from Alamogordo
receiv
ed today have it that Judge A. W.
Cooley suffered another hemorrhage
of the lungs, the second within a few
weeks.
Adjutant General R. A. Ford has
returned to Santa Fe from the Fort
Bayard hospital. He is much improvBIG BARCAINS
ed in health and :s again able to re
sume his duties as adjutant general.
IX
Attorney A. A. Jones and J. D.
Hand, who were in Santa Fe on the
big Las Vegas irrigation hearing left
for their home this forenoon, the former in the Meadow City and the latter at Los Alamos.
Squire Hartt of Ranches de Taos,
MISS A MUGLER
who has just opened a large store in
Corner Plaza.
Southeast
Fernando de Taos, is here to attend
the reception at the executive mansion tonight. He says that at Taos
the snow is deeper and it colder than
DISTRICT COURT.
at Santa Fe.
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn of Las
In the district court for Rio Arriba
Cruces. and who is well known all
oyer the " Territqry. and country, is in
was filed by Reyes Gonthe city. He is registered at the Pal- county, suit
vs.
Agustiniano Candelario and
ace hotel and will spend several days zales
M.
of
here attending the, convention
Archleta, Jr., for $3,G00, repJ,
district attorneys.
resenting five years rental on 600
Judge Ira A. Abbott is ubiquitous if ewes and value of ewes.
nothing else. On Monday, the RosIn the district court for Torrance
well Daily Record had him visiting
in Roswell and Carlsbad; the New county, suit was brought by D. B.
Mexican had him in Santa Fe and the
Gribsby vs. W. T. Choate, defendant,
Albuquerque papers had him on the The El Paso and Southwestern Railbench at Albuquerque. Judge Abbott
way. Company, garnishee, for $230.75
evidently has a double.
Judge Wm. H. Pope left this morn-- ' on an open account.
ing for Santa Fe to attend as AssoJudge John R. McFie signed comciate Justice the coming session of
Francisco L. Gal-ve- z
the supreme court. He will stop at mitment papers for
of Ojo Caliente, Rio Arriba counClovis and hold district court beon
petition of Carlota G. Galvez,
ty,
I.
S.
tween .trains today.
Roberts,
clerk of the court, went for the short his wife, for the insance asylum at
session at Clovis, but will return to- - Las Vegas, to which Sheriff Sylviano
night or tomorrow." Monday's Ros-- ; Roibal took him yesterady.
well Record.
W. R. Holley, an attorney at Spring- - j
er, who was admitted to the New
Mexico supreme court Bar today, will
leave for home tomorrow being much I
pleased with his visit to Santa Fe.
He reports that Springer incorporated last week, and that a census
taken for that purpose showed a population of 571 within the corporate
j
limits.
W. R. R. Porter, chief of the division of administration of the Indian bu- reau, is in Santa Fe after a tour
through California and Arizona and
may visit the pueblos in this terri- - j
tory. Mr. Porter says that the In- - j
prices are lowest
dian service is spending lots of money
to stamp out trachoma and tuberculo- for safe quality"
sis among the Indians, but that it is
almost as difficult to persuade the In- dians to observe sanitary measures,
One Resolution to Make
especially as to expectoration, as it
is the white men.
'
The reception tonight between
eight and ten o'clock by Governor
What other 1910 Resolu
"William
Curry to Governor-appointe- d
tion youmay makt
WilJ. Mills and to
liam H. Pope, will be attended by peo-- !
Resolve now that you will
pie from all parts of the territory and
trade at KAUNE & OO. the
will be a society event of great bril- - j
liance. In the receiving line will be
coming year. It Is a resoluGovernor Curry. Chief Justice Mills,
tion In your own interest, for
Otero,
Judge Pope,
It means the best possible
and Mrs. Prince and Territable supplies at lowest postorial Secretary and Mrs. Jaffa. Morrison's orchestra will furnish the
sible prices.
music.

LET US SERVE YOU

A new mile

post is past
A new record has been made
A new page has been set and maintained
In every depar linen t of our growirg business
the last, year has worked' wonders for
improvement and growth
Far and away it has beer. b:gger and better
than our wildest dreams thought possible.

THERE MUST BE A REASON
We have you, the wife, the mother, the
father and the children ss well as the girl to

thank.

We started out to give the pftp.'e of
Santa Fe sometbiug to talk about in modern
store making, We set the pace and ihe price
We marked our goods in plain English
so that all may read and learn.
OUR INVENTORY SALES TO CLEAN VP MANY ODDS
AND ENDS, will start In few (lays.
Real bnrsrains such as
we have never before attempted will surprise the most careful shoppers that ihave learned to watch our bargain

w.

counters.

IN.

TOWNSEND & CO.
THE RACKET STORE.

j

BARGA INSOF EVERYIDESCRIPTION

U S. K&UNEI

Go.

i

GROCERS

Ladies and Gentlemen

Something for

Especially Reduced
Prices in Ladies

"fhere

j

j

Chief-Justice-to--

NOW IS THE IIML

FURNITURE, Mittresses
HARNESS aud SADDLERY
WAGONS andBUGGlES
FARMING IMPLEMENTS
MINERS' SUPPLIES

PUMPS and WIND WILLS
CAMP EQUIPMENT
PAINTS, ALL COLORS
ALA8STINE, KUsomine
WALL PAPER, GLASS

j

To have that SUIT cleined, pressed and put in good shape
We will' do
'
for fall wear.
i.
We will c large J RIGHT '

the House.

Everything in Hardware

i

MILLINERY

-

CO,

STOCK IN EACH

j

Barth of Albuquerque, are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leo Hersch.
Attorney John Griffith of Socorro,
is among the attorneys in town dur
ing the supreme court session.
Hon.- Malaquias Martinez, the coal
oil inspector of the Territory, arrived
here last night from Taos and is reg
istered at the Coronado hotel.
District Attorney J. M. Hervey of
Roswell, former attorney general, is
among the district attorneys attend
ing this afternoon's convention.
Archbishop Pitaval, who has re- cently been suffering from a cold, was
much better yesterday and was able
to receive a number of callers.
Hon. Solomon Luna, National Com
mitteeman of the Republican party
in New Mexico, is in Santa Fe for
several days, on business matters.
Sheriff Jesus Romero of Albuquer
que, one of the most efficient peace
officers in the Territory, is here to
attend the reception at the executive

-'

A MOST COMPLETE

l at

and I.

DIRECTORS

PA-

DONT FAIL
TO SEE OUR COM PLETE STOCK OF
FANCY GOODS, NOVELTIES AND
OTHER ARTICLES.

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black 78

IN COLLUSION.

REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY

Representative Norris Says President
Vis Trying to Punish Joe's Ene-mie- s
By Withholding Patronage.
Washington, Jan. 6. In an interview today Representative Norris of
Taft
Nebraska, charged President
with singlfng out House enemies of
Speaker Cannon for punishment by
withholding patronage. He declared,
however, they would not be intimidated into silence by any combination
between the President and the

Room
KAUNE
Think it
4 Co, the logical store for you
to patronize through 1910.
over-i-snt

Catron Block.

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

DECLARES TAFT AND
CANNON

HATS

19

(INCORPORATED)
Catron Block, Santa.-Fe-

Does a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

,

REAL ESTATE

.

N. M.

and INSURANCE

business.

to loan

on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of interest

H. S. KAUNE
& COMPANY

PHONE 2fi

nnnT ni inn
rlrial liLfloa

SATISFACTION

ASSURKI)

corrick's hack line sk1,Pro
PoSfrta

Bnggies and Saddle Horses

PGE

SIX.

THE SAXT.

1.

St, Louis Rockv

Pacific

VE

NEW MEXICAN', SANTA FE, X. M.

4

Live Heat

Comoany

Railway

From the moment you strike
a match and touch it to the
wick, a powerful live heat radiates from the

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
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One of the strong features of the Perfection Oil Heater is the new

Automatic Smokeless Device

-

a.m.
a.
a.m.
a.m.

which makes smoke impossible, even when the heater is handled by
a novice. Permits instant removal for cleaning.
There is no danger of turning the wick too high this automatic
smokeless device prevents it.
This means a perfect, odorless, smokeless heat that carries comfort, cheer and satisfaction.
Beautifully finished in Japan or Nickel no cast iron to break
legs, base and top stamped out of one piece of steel damper top
aluminum metal window frames that heat will not tarnish handle
never hot. Made in various styles and finishes.

a. m,

Ry.. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson X

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
5.oo a. m.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND:
SOUTH BOUND:
No. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
No. S, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C
&
s S., at Des Moines. E. P. & S. W. at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
Kayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
L'te Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Lobo,
Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
I

RATON,

N

If Not At Yours, Write for Descriptive Circular
Every Dealer Everywhere.
to the Nearest Agency of the
(Incorporated)

DENVER&RIO GRANDER. R.
OFFER RATE

OF--

DENVER COLO.

and Return, Account
National Live Stock Show

Las )
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn,
AbA.
Cruces; L. Barth, Judge Ira
bott, G. W. Harrison, Albuquerque;
Judge William H. Pope, Roswell; M.
C. Mechem, Socorro; C. A. Cannon,
Antonito; John Y. Hewitt, White
Oaks; Dr. M. R. Smart, Albuquerque;
L. R. Wade, Carrizozo
Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Gossett,
E. W. Dobson, G. W. Harrison,
Los
Solomon
Luna,
Albuquerque;
Lunas; Frank Hinkle, Alamosa; Mr.
and Mrs. B. Martinez, Pagosa, Colo.;
John Martin, Albuquerque; John Griffith, Socorro; C. Wr. G. Ward, Las
Vegas; A. C. Vorhees, Raton.
Coronado.
W. H. Oakley, E. Hall, Tromas , D.
Taylor, S. M. Cooper, Dallas, Texas;
S. M. Cooper, Waco, Texas; L. Meyer, Philadelphia; S. J. Tilden, Tellu-ride- ,
Colo.; R. L. Moore, R. K. Smith
Hon. Malaquias
Basin, Wyoming;
Martinez, Taos; S. Grare, MclntosTi,
Ismael Martinez, and family, Velarde; Jess Bennett, Chicago.
Modern,
J. C. Adams, Kansas; L. F. Brown
Tacoma; A. B. Williams, St. Louis;
Ruth Windsor, Cowles; Frank Williams, Pecos.

Tickets on Sale January 6, 7, 8. 9 and 10

Return Limit January 17, 1910.

For further Information Call on or Write
H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P. & P. A.
SANTA PE. N. M.

Ornamental Doors.
Troutman
-
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Heaters

Oil

for Orchard
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store.

Palace.

"Harrv Tracy"

Rnvmonrl O'Xeill as Doctor Petti
bone and Miss La Salle as Mrs. Ben- nitt easily "starred" at last night's
pe, formance of Harry Tracy which
was given at the Elks' theater before
even s larger audience than on Tues
day. Although Ireple'le wit(h blank

cartridge practice

These Pots
Insure you a

An

(Continued

full fruit crop

Chapter 20 of the Session
Laws of 1903 is an answer also to
other contentions of appellants. If
the county of Santa Fe is primarily
liable for the bonds she is the proper
party to an action upon them, and
through her officers the payment of
the judgments recovered can be en
forced. The contention of appellants
therefore, that the counties of Rio
Arriba and Torrance are "necessary
parties to a complete determination
of the case," is untenable, as indeed
all other contentions that are based
upon the addition to those counties
of portions of Santa Fe county.
The most serious contentions of
appellants are that the levy of eighty- two mills was sufficient to pay the
judgments, interest and costs, and
that the levy of twenty mills in addi
tion was excessive.
We think, however, that the reply made by the supreme court of the Territory adequately disposed of them. The learned court pointed out that the resolu
tion of the board of county commis
sioners, a copy of which appears in
the record, showed that the levy of
eighty-twmills had the purpose only,
and was sufficient only, to pay the
then amount of the judgments, to

Up
and used' ! the
best fruit growers In Feci.-Valley and throughout Colorado
For Information and Prices on
potsiauu orchard ; su p p ie s
Recommended

Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular, and
free from every imperfection of
kaots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
and builders, and
by carpenterswide-awaarchi
all sensible,
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
pacifications.
ke

1

addrbss c.

L. POLLARD

Espanola, N. M.

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone Mo 148 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

Charles W. Dudrow

Probably the greatest coffee substitute yet produced is that now known
to grocers everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee. It actually goes a
third farther than all others, and beNo
sides it is "made in a minute."
20 or 30 minutes tedious boiling is at
all necessary. Pure toasted grains,"
malt, nuts, etc., have been so cleverly

glistening

blended as to give a wonderfully satisfying, true genuine coffee flavor and
taste. And not a grain of real coffee
is used. 100 cups, 25c. Sold by Frand
Andrews.
he shoots himself rather than surrender. Don Barclay, Arthur Boyle
and the others in the company eviTHE FIRST NIGHTER.
dently understand the Colorado mountaineers' character and did "efficient
(A column set aside for the Elks'
work" in their man hunt.
Theater and criticism of performances
Mr. Boyce was again heard in songs
thereat.)
and his clear enunciation of the Span- ish language made a great hit. Mr.
Manager Stanton of the Elks the
in a native of England but has
ater announced this afternoon that Boyce around
the world so much he
roamed
the sale of seats for "The Great
excellent pronunciation
has
acquired
has been a large one. The cur- of
His
several modern languages.
tain will rise at 9 p. m. right after
of the gallant Frenchman from
song
the governor's reception.
Carriages
Paree" which brought down the
should call at the theater at about "Gay
house Monday night will be repeated
11:30 p. m.
by request tomorrow night

Tonight's Performance.

"The Great Divide" William Vaughn
Moody s successful play, which has
been declared by many critics to set
a new high mark in American drama,
will be given at the Elks' theatre
Simple announcement of this fact
will surely create a "run" on the box
office tonight, Thursday Jan. G, for
this widely heralded play has provided one of the attractions which all
discriminating: natrons of th thpater
throughout all America are awaiting
The career of "The Great
eagerly.
Divide" h?,s been epoch-makinin
American
theatrical history. Here
at last is a play which is splendid
g

D. M. HOOVER & SON WOODY'S HACK LIRE
Builders and Contractors

literature,

Prom

PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Both North South
Meets
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
Bounds Trains.

SPANISH LESSONS
Iadividual or Class Lessons
IN GRAMMAR

HAACKE

Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLTC
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arries at
Taos at 7 p. m,
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good convenient hack and
way.
good teams.
y

esua.g-e-

Tiling- 4cn to
Gomfortablo.
.

FARE
try

Xo-a..d-

Trip

2aic Fas

(tC fC

If you want anything on
a New Mexican Want AL

Notice for Publication.
(Serial 0824. Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,
Jemez Forest Reserve.
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M

December 7, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Edward
McCauley of Jemez Springs, N. M.,
who, on August 10, 1908, made homestead entry No. 0824 for NW
of
the SE
Township 18 N., Range 3
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final proof,
lo establish claim to the land above
described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N.
M., on January 26, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses Hugh
Murray, Wm. Rogers, Linas Shields,
A. W. Fedderson, all of Jemez
Springs, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.
Notice for Publication.
Pecos Forest Reserve, Not Coal Land

(Serial 06732.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.,

Jan.

4, 1910.

Notice is hereby given that Lucre-ci- o
Roibal of Pecos, N. M., who, on
January 3, 1905, made homestead en-

try (serial 06732) No. 8202, for northwest quarter, section 18, township 17
north, range 12 east, In. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof, to estabdelish claim to the land above
interest. It was further scribed, before Register or Receivgether
pointed out that the interest to ac er, U. S. land office, at Santa Fe, N.
crue was not provided for, and that it M., on the 24th day of February, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
amounted on the day when the perMiguel Lamy, Dionicio
Sandoval,
emptory vrits of mandamus were issued to $32,874.05. It follows neces- Atanacio Gallegos, Pedro Roibal, all
sarily, a", the court said, that the con- of Pecos, N. M.,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
mills levtention that the eighty-twRegister.
ied was sufficient, "is unfounded and
untrue in fact." To the contention
If your Stomach, Heart or Kidneys
that the twenty mills levied are excessive, in that they are more than are weak, try at least, a few doses of
sufficient to pay $32,874.05, the court Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In five or ten
replied that, if this were so, the per: days only, the result will surprise
emptory writs should not have been you. A few cents will cover the cost.
issued. But, the court added, it is not! And here is why help comes so quickshown that the assessable value of! ly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the Stomproperty in Santa Fe county has in- ach, nor stimulate the Heart or Kidcreased, while it does appear on the neys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes
other hand that portions of the coundirectly to the weak and failing
ty had been cut off; therefore, it was nerve. When these nerves fail, the
said, it is fair to presume "that the depending
organs must of necessity
assessed valuation of the county is falter. This plain,
yet vital truth,
not in excess of what it was in 1901,
Dr. Shoop's Restoratells
'why
clearly
when the eighty-twmills levy way
tive is so universally successful. Its
made."
From this presumption it
success is leading druggists everywas concluded that twenty mills
where to give it universal preference.
would produce, if collected in full,
A test will surely tell. Sold by
$32,996.00, an excess only of $112.05.
Co.
And it was observed that since the
peremptory writs were issued inter
The New Mexican can flo printing
est had accrued to the amount of
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
The writs required not only the levy wcrk we turn
out. Try our stock
of twenty mills for the year 1905, once and
will certainly come
you
for
each
and
but
every year thereafWe have all the facilities for
ter and until the judgments with in again.
every class of work, Interest and costs be paid. This the turning out
one of the best binderies in
cluding
supreme court pronounced error, and the west.
modified the judgments by striking
cut the requirements for a continuous
Simple Remedy for La Grippe.
levy. This appellants assign as error
LaGrippe
coughs are dangerous, as
contending that the supreme court
they
develop into pneufrequently
had no jurisdiction to modify the
monia. Foley's Honey and Tar not
judgments of the lower court, and only stops the
cough, but heals and
that by doing so it changed the
the
strengthens
lungs so that no searcause
and
of action." The
"theory
rious
results
be feared.
need
The
gument to sustain the contention is
consomewhat roundabout.
Exclusive or- genuine Foley's Honey and Tar
tains no harmful drugs and is in a
iginal jurisdiction in mandamus, it
is said, is conferred on the district yellow package. Sold by all druggists.
court by section 2771 of the laws of
the Territory, and, while an appeal
lies to the supreme court as in other
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
civil actions, (section 2772), that the
power of the court to modify the
MASONIC.
judgment of a district court, given
by section 897, does not extend to a
Montezuma Lodge No
The jurisjudgment in mandamus.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
diction of the supreme court, it is
ular
communications
urged, "was simply to affirm or refirst Monday of eac
verse and remand." This, it will be
month a Masonic ha-

"

are made to perfection from our

From Page Three.)

statute."

j

fell

RAYMOND

and

the
of daggers,
with the gleams
of
comedy melodrama had enough
the comic element in it to throw the
audience again and again into gales
of laughter.
The part of Doctor Pettibone was
not an easy role to fill but Mr. O'Neill
proved a country doctor who would
have pleased even Osier, called "the
model physician." A kind heart had
"Doc" Pettibone and Mr. O'Neill at
ah times did what might be expected
of a physician in his sixties, who,
with all his experience, was still unable to cope with a designing woman.
Miss La Salle was the schemer,
Mrs Bennitt, who kept a hotel and
who had been thrice widowed. She
picked out "Doc" as her fourth
affiance and lost no time in making
him her husband. The humorous situations were well handled and Mrs.
Bennitt'b references to steam refrigerators in the rooms of her hotel,
making their price higher than those
fitted with stoves, brought down the
house. Miss La Salle apparently
knows the power of "vocal" eyes and
she talked so much with the windows
of her soul that "Doc" Pettibone asked her if she had St. Vitus dance in
them. Miss La Salle also played the
pari of Harry Tracy's wife and her
quick changes of costume kept many
in the audience guessing as to who
Mrs. Bennitt was.
As Tracy the villain,
Mr. Barr
measured up. He was strongest in
the last scene of the last act where

Em-bud-

1

Per Trip
SANTA FE to

J,

the Academy of Music, New York.
Seats now on sale at Fischer s urug
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-
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DECISION IN SANTA FE
COUNTY BOND CASES.

JANUARY 6, 1910.
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OIL COMPANY

CONTINENTAL

W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
V. Ores, and Gen Mgr. Gen- Pass Agent
RATI N, N M,
RATON. N. M-

Superintendent,

Device)'

which burns for 9 hours with
one filling of its brass font,
which holds 4 quarts.

M., C:15 p. ni.

P. J, DEDMAN,

Heater

(Equipped with Smokeless
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THURSDAY,

fjfreat

drama technically,

and at the same time fascinating to
the spectator, and of almost unprecedented commercial value. It has
been called the long awaited great
American ulay."
Undoubtedly it. is
as big, in conception and broad in
trffltmpnt. of t.he Dicturesnne nnrtirvn
of tne far west in which the flrst twQ
acts are laid the Rocky mountains,'
the great divide between the east and
west. The different roles portrayed
by the two leading players are most
human and sincere, yet highly dra- matin withal. A sunerb comnanv hat
been provided, and the production is
precisely the same that won such

unprecedented praise during the

600

earth try nights' run of "The Great Divide" at
the Princess and Daly's theaters and

It is a dangerous thing to take a
cough medicine
containing opiates
tl,at merely stifle your cough instead
of curing it. Foley's Honey and Tar
loosens and cures the cough and expels the poisonous germs, thus preventing pneumonia and consumption.
Refuse substitutes and take only the
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar in
the yollow package. Sold by all drug-sio- n
Play; Robert Martin of New
York city a lare box of beautiful
ribbon for the orPnans.

o

Stripling-Burrow-

It would
observed, is very general.
seem even to imply that the supreme
court has not even the power of direction, hut must leave the district court
to get right ultimately through successive judgments, appeals and reversals. And the anomaly is attempted to be sustained by saying that
mandamus is not included in the use
'ful power given to the supreme court
by section 897 in cases taken to it to
"render such other judgment as may
be right and just and in accordance
with law," because, it is said, that
mandamus "is not a case on the
equity side of the court, nor is it one
tried on the law side with a jury, nor
is it one in which a jury has been
waived and trial had by the court or
judge, especially 4 as concerns the
present proceeding." This is a misunderstanding of the statute. Its purpose is to not only give the power to
review, but to prevent its defeat

s

-

mem
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rt OA
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F. P. CRICHTON, W. M

Worthy Master.

ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

( jv"!
ARTHUR

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
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through the distinction between causes of action and modes of trial. Fur
ther argument is unnecesary. Even
if the contention had grounds of sup
port it would be answered by the
case of English v. Arizona, supra, and
the case of Armijo v. Armijo, 181 U.
S. 561. In the latter case we said
that practice "in the courts of a Territory is based upon local statutes
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Dr. W. T. Joynes Tells
Educators Why It
Should Be Compulsory

Ros-wel-

l

ESPECIALLY AMONG CHILDREN

Statistics World Over Prove Folly
Anti-Vaccinati-

Crusades. 1
(Dr. W. T. Joynes, Roswell, N. M.,
President Roswell Board of Education.)
When requested by Professor Brasher to prepare a paper on the subject of vaccination for this association, my first thought was that surely
no teacher in the public schools of
New Mexico could oppose so necessary a hygienic measure for the
health and welfare of the people and
especially the children of this Territory. I am reliably informed however
that many school officials and teachers are indifferent and some openly
opposed to the compulsory vaccination of school children. If this be
true I believe it is due to a lack of

proper information regarding this important subject, in fact opposition to
vaccination is evidence of a lack of
a correct understanding of the fundamental principals of hygiene. In
my opinion every teacher in the public schools of

New Mexico

should

have a thorough knowledge of the
principals of hygiene. New Mexico
has an excellent law on the subject
of vaccination, making it the duty of
the county superintendent to see that
no child is permitted to attend the
public schools without a certificate of
vaccination.
In cities this duty devolves on the board of education. Our
law also provides that it shall be the
duty of the Territorial Board of
Health to make and enforce all necessary rules and regulations for the
vaccination of the population as well
as the children within school age and
enforce the same, imposing a penalty
for refusal or neglect to carry out
any orders of the board.
While our law is an excellent one
it is not all that could be desired, but
if enforced as it should be it is in advance of many of the states and demonstrates that New Mexico is a progressive country.
The purpose of this paper is to
arouse among the school officials and
teachers of New Mexico an interest
in the subject of compulsory vaccination of school children so that our
excellent law may be enforced to the
letter. I shall attempt as briefly as
possible to give a history of the discovery of vaccination more than a
century ago. To point out some of
the beneficent results of that important discovery and notice some of the
principal objections to it from the
time of Jenner to the present day.
Since the time of Jenner, we undera prophystand by vaccination
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small-powhich, sometimes appeared on the udders of milch cows. It
has been known for a long time that
is contagious
the original cow-po- x
and that it is capable of innoculation
by means of virus obtained in the
pocks. With the exception of rare
and doubtful instances this innocu
lated cow-po- x
always remains local
neither occurring at points removed
from sight of innoculation nor becoming generalized. Vaccinia is the
same disease in the human and bovine species.
Every correctly performed and successful vaccination
whether the virus be bovine or human, always manifests itself in man
and cattle by the production of an
and
immunity to vaccinia or cow-po- x
variola or small pox. This immunity
is probably a permanent one for cattle, in man it lasts for a number of
years at least. It is this fact that
makes vaccination so important a
precautionary measure in the prevention of one of the most devastating
diseases it also makes it so great a
factor for the general welfare of the
human race. Prior to the discovery
of vaccination by Jenner toward the
close of the 18th century small pox
was one of the principal rcourges of
the world. It killed on an average
nearly half a million of people every
year in Europe alone and about once
in three years was more than ordinarily severe. More than half the
cases of blindness throughout Europe
was attributed to this disease and
about a third of the population showed in their faces evidence of having
had it. It was well known that those
who recovered enjoyed
protection
from the recurrence of the disease
and it had long been the practice to
immunity by causing the
produce
disease intentionally by innoculation
when it prevailed in modified form
favorable to recovery. For more
than a thousand years the Chinese
and other eastern peoples had produced the disease by blowing dried
small pox matter in powdered form
into the nostrils. The discovery that
the innoculation from the small pox
postule was more certain and quick
in its results led to the widespread
This was
practice of innoculation.
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11; first of No. 7 at 9:50; second
of .No. 7 at 1 a. m.; Xo. 9 at 2 a. m.;
and third of No. 2 at 5 p. m. No report has been received of eastern
(Continued From Page Two.)
trains. The Denver and Rio Grande
Bridge Club The Bridge Club will trains are three homi and 50 minutes
meet on Saturday afternoon with Mrs. late. The New Mexican Central train
on time.
Ervien.

at
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reew Year
To All
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MARKET
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No.
CASH
GROCERY AND BAKERY

No

4

noon, the Roman Catholic convicts at
tne penitentiary went into tnree days
retreat under the guidance of Father'
A. M. Mandalari of Albuquerque. Gov-- .
ernor Curry made a short address to
the prisoners.
Hardware
comapny's Ad Atten- tion is called to advertisement of the
Santa Fe Harware and Supply Com- pany in this issue. It will be seen
j
that a complete stock in hardware
and in many other things are to be
found in this large store one of the
largest in the southwest.
Change of Residence Next week,
former Attorney General and Mrs.
i
George W. Prichard will move intc
the Otero residence on Washington
avenue, while Land Commissioner R.
P. Ervien and family will move into
the residence on East Palace avenue
vacated by Mr. and Mrs. Prichard.
Double Wedding On January 12,
at 9:30 a. m., at the Cathedral, James
Lopez and Damacio Lopez will be
married to Miss Julia Napoleone and
Miss Lettie Napoleone,
respectively.
The grooms are sons of Mrs. Efigen-i- a
Lopez and the brides are daughter
j of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Napoleone. The
will be attended by Gilberto
; grooms
i Mirabal
and Mr. Peter Britton. respectively and the brides by Miss
Magggie Berardinelli and Mrs. Peter
Britton. Their many friends extend

m

.

'
ot 'uage
a. Aiann ihe temporary
rii oaimiiilf QtauiL liic licenses
of A. W. Brantley, A. Paul
,,PPMKe(1
octQto
nprsn. wiT1.
Siegel, Ray B. Morgan and Fred C.
ning six months after the date of the McDonald were extended to the mid- last item.
No. 125G.
the Sacramento summer session.
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HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

'OUR WORK IS BEST"
Our Specialty GoodJ Work and Prompt Service:
W. H. Rarr A?c Santa Fe
Paooe 122 Rd

nlt

i)

Valley Irrigation Company, plaintiff
in error, vs. Oliver M. Lee, defend- BOLTON'S INJURIES ARE
NOT SERIOUS.
ant in error, was submitted on briefs.
In Case No. 1311. Territory vs.
Juan Hernandez alias Benjamin Lo- - He Had No Suicidal Intent and Shot
Himself Accidentally in the
pez, appeal from Bernalillo county,
Carlsbad Postoffice.
the case was ordered docketed and the
to
affirmthe New Mexican.
Special
judgment of the lower court
Carlsbad, N. M., Jan. 6 John T.
ed, the appellant who was sentenced
to ninety years for murder, having Bolton, postmaster at Carlsbad, who
it was reported had attempted suicide
failed to perfect his appeal.
In Case No. 1312, Territory vs. by shooting himself in the head and
Louis B. Robertson, from Quay coun- - to be hovering between life and
On
accidentally.
ty, defendant being sentenced to ten death, was shot
years for murder, the appeal was or-- Monday night while talking to
docketed and the sentence of j eral men in the postofficae at Carls-thhe took a small revolver from a
lower court affirmed, the appel-jba- d
lant having failed to perfect his ap-- j drawer in his desk and while exam-peal- ,
ining it the revolver was discharged,
Cases Nos. 1237, the Arizona & j the bullet inflicting a scalp wound.
Colorado Railroad Company of New He was taken to the hospital where
Mexico, appellee, vs. the Denver and his wound was found to be slight.
e
sensational suicide story, sent
Rio Grande RaiVoad Company,
pellant, and 1306, Territory of New j broadcast from Albuquerque by the
Mexico, appellee, vs. Antone Pettine. Associated Press, had no foundation.
appellant, were reset for the adjourn
THREE MEN HOLD
ed session.
UP BANK IN NEW YORK.
In the following cases motion for
rehearing was overruled: Nos. 1194,
and 1198, both, Territory of New They Were Resisted and One of the
Robbers Was Shot and
Mexico vs. Jessie Kimmick, No.' 1224,
Captured.
Territory of New Mexico vs. Ricardo
Alarid; No. 1231, Donaciano Gallegos,
New York, Jan. 6. Three heavily
vs. E. M. Sandoval; No. 1234, in the
matter of the Voluntary Assignment armed men held up a private bank in
of Charles Zeiger; No.. 1045, United the Green Point section of WilliamsStates vs. Mariano F. Sena,
burg today and attempted to rob it.
In case No. 1263, John King, appel-o- f They were resisted, ana one of the
lant, vs. Levi Tabor, appellee, motion robbers was shot. The wounded man's
companions were captured after a
of appellant to file assignment of
fight.
ror nunc pro tunc was granted.
sev-dere- d

j

ap-Th-

j

congratulations.
Train Reports Santa Fe trains are
reported as follows: First and second
No. 2 at 3 p. m.; branch train went
back to Lamy at 3:20 p. m., to get
baggage car of the Great Divide Com- pany and it is expected here in time
for the show tonight. The 4:20 trp,in
will leave here about 5:30 p. m. First
No. 3 at Lamy 3:50; the second
of No. 3 at Lamy at 7 p. m.; Stub
1 at 6:50 p. m.; regular ,Np. J.,

nil
f a

j

j

i

imi

Kills Men and Bears.

But the most startling story of the
effect of low temperaturs is given by
Fred Siegner, a retired soldier and
well known in this city. Mr. Siegner
stated that a young man came here
from Nambe bringing him the news
that he had found in a cave in the
mountains a man who had frozen to
death with a cigarette in his mouth.
The boy then told of a thrilling experience he had had with bears who had
suffered from" the effects of the cold
wave. It seems that the bruin family,
seven strong, had taken up quarters
in a cave and tired to keep warm.
The young man lit a fire and smoked
out the bears, shooting
them as
they came out, single file.
It is said that the bears' pelts will
prove of service if this cold weather
continues, and their value has advanced $1 a square foot.

MARKETRbPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Jan. 6. 'Call money

e

J

Wish lo extend to our many
patrons and friends our best wishes for
a Happy and Prosperous New fear;
We wish also to take this occasion to
thank our many friends for their liberal
patronage in which they have shown
their appreciations of our efforts to
please them, in the past year, and we
hope with the beginning of the New
Year to make our service and "prices"
better than ever; such as will merit fa
continuance of the patronage of our
"old friends" and make us many new
ones.

us

i

i

i

V

,,

o

;

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

Case No. 1293, S. G. Walker, appelSEVEN BELOW ZERO TODAY.
lant, vs. E. A. Street, sheriff, and
the United States Fidelity and Guar(Continued Fron Cage One.)
anty Co., appellee, was dismissed at
appellant's coat.
pole may be closer than was at first
Case No. 1297, Siegfried Grunsfeld, estimated.

appellee, vs. Board of County Commissioners of Bernalillo county, appellant, was submitted on briefs.
SUPREME COURT ADJOURNED.
Attorney Admitted.
The
following
attorneys were admit(Continued From Page One)
ted on certificate to practice before
entries in such books from his dicta-- ' the supreme court, upon recommenda
tion did not constitute her a clerk tion of the committee of bar examin-sas to render the books inadmissi- - ers: James H. Jackson, Artesia;
I
William R.
Oscar Grace, Deming;
ble.
6. The word "clerk" as used in Holly, Springer; George W. Hall, Car-t.h- e
statute implied more than a mere rizozo; John R. Townsend, Santa Fe;
amanuensis.
It means one having Isaac Barth, Albuquerque; H. W.
of the business, so as to Hams, Clovis; Walter W. Mayes, Tube able of his own knowledge to cumcari; Thomas E. Mears, Portales;
i
testify as to it.
h. R. Parsons, Fort Sumner; Simpson
to E Ferree,
7.
Books of account shown
Artesia; M. C. Spicer,
to the requirements of C. L., j vis; Frank E. Blair. Oro Grande;
sec. Sd.il, are admissible and wnen John B Burg Albuquerque.
Messrs.
so admitted' in a suit against an ad- - Grace, Williams. Mears and Spicer
llllliinnci lu i
tuuoiituic uiuti were given until the adjourned ses
may
material evidence," corroborating the sion to appear and
sign roll. Attor- "'
ney Modesto C. Ortiz of Albuquerque,

is called to the change of advertise& Co., in
ment of Stripling-Burrowtnis issue.
Winter Grocery Company A new
advertisement appears today calling
attention to flour and other articles
for sale by the Winter Grocery Company.
The
Incorporated
Alamogordo
town of Alamogordo has incorported,
being the second town within a week
to do so. Springer having incorporated a few days a 20.
Lamy Train Broke Down Passengers from the main line for Santa Fe
were compelled to spend the whole
night in the Lamy depot on account
of the engine of the branch train
breaking down.
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Union

Pacific

pfd. 130

New

Steel

2013-8- ;

The

Jan.

6. Lead
quiet
Copper quiet; Standard 13.2513.55; March 13.5013.60;

York,

Silver

521-2-

.

-

'

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Jan. 6. Wool unchanged. ' Territory and western mediums
2528; fine mediums 2024; fine 12
21.

GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 6. Wheat May
114
July 103
Corn May 68
July 66
Oats May 47
July 45.
Pork May 22.121-2- ; July 22.121-2- .
Lard May 12.20. July 12.121-2- .
Ribs May 11.62 2
65; Julv 11.-6- 2
3--

3--

8

LIVESTOCK.

Kansas City,

Mo., Jan. 6. Cattle
including 200 southerns; market, steady. Native steers

Receipts,

C,000,

$5.007.50; southern steers $4.00
C.25; southern cows $2.754.50; native cows and heifers $2.606.00;
stockers and feeders
$3.405.25;
bulls $3.355.00; calves $4.009.00;
western steers $4.006.50; western
cows ?3.004.75.
Hogs
Receipts, , 8,000; market, 5
cents higher. Bulk of sales $8.25
8.55; heavy $8.508.60; packers
and
butchers $8.408.55;
light ?8.10
8.50; pigs ?6.507.75.

Store
1

We have bought the material in piece goods securing
the nicest linen and mercerized cloth that there is in
the market. We had the same manufactured especially for us. It is absolutely the very same shirt you
buy from Earl & Wilson or Manhattan.

Store
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9
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Quality

Just exactly the same as above shirt mentioned and $1.00 a shirt
less. We call this shirt NATHAN, so when you come in and
ask for shirts, see that you are shown the NATHAN shirt, which
bears the quality, patterns, fit and the workmanships. This is
the shirt you want, and I know. Do not bother about another
shirt. Every shirt is guaranteed to give satisfaction.
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prime mercantile paper 4
Mexican dollars 44; Amalgamated 88;
Atchison 1217-8- ; New York Central
1251-2- ;
Pacific 1361-2- ;
Southern
7;

SANTAFE,

NEW MEXICO.

